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Sustainable rubber trap maintenance re‐
quires use of Best Available Technologies
and Best Management Prac ces to achieve
performance benchmarks safely and eco‐
nomically.
Best Available Technologies:
1) Eﬃcient separator equipment with integrated dust collectors;
2) Mechanical equipment to remove and
restore rubber trap media;
3) HEPA air scrubbers
4) Powered Air Purifying Respirators
Best Management Prac ces:
1) Crews trained, cer ﬁed and medicallymonitored for working in lead hazard environments;
2) Containment systems to prevent spread
of lead dust outside the work area;
3) Lead packaging systems to prevent spills
and cleanups during transport;
4) Proprietary equipment and systems to
manage and minimize hazardous waste
BAT’s and BMP’s are required to protect
workers from airborne lead dust, prevent
release of lead to the environment and eliminate the physical hazards of heavy li ing.
FRS proprietary systems are the only soluon mee ng OSHA and EPA requirements
while simultaneously providing the industry’s best performance for recondi oning
rubber traps, recovering bullets and fragments, removing small rubber par culates
and removing hazardous target paper residues.

CERTIFICATION
All FRS personnel are cer ﬁed for working in lead
hazard environments:
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RUBBER TRAP
Maintenance

INSURANCE
FRS carries General Liability, Environmental Liabil‐
ity and Professional Liability Insurance covering
range development and maintenance, and can
provide cer ﬁcates of insurance naming our cli‐
ents as addi onally insured.
QUALIFICATIONS
FRS and partner AECOM provide the most quali‐
ﬁed and experienced mul disciplinary team of
engineers, scien sts, project managers and skilled
trades dedicated to improving the opera onal,
environmental and safety func on of shoo ng
ranges:
 Cer ﬁed Industrial Hygienists
 Licensed Geologists and Civil, Structural and
Mechanical Engineers
 Dept. of Defense‐qualiﬁed Project Managers,
Quality Control Oﬃcers, Field Supervisors and
Site Safety and Health Oﬃcers
 NRA‐cer ﬁed Range Managers and Range
Technical Support Team Members

Firing Range Services
1263 Commerce Ave, Suite 206
Longview, WA 98632
Phone: 360.353.3285
Fax: 360.353.3286
info@ﬁringrangeservices.com
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Rubber bullet trap management is inher‐
ently a safety management func on. Rub‐
ber trap safety is determined by:
1) Depth of the concentrated lead layer;
2) Accumula on of target paper residues
and lead dust
Bullet penetra on into new rubber media is
about 16”-18”, measured horizontally. Bullets and fragments begin to form a concentrated layer that builds up toward the trap
surface. A trap is ready to be mined when
the trap density is too high to prevent bullet
bounce back, or ricochet.
A properly maintained rubber trap can store
up to 3,000 lbs of bullets and fragments per
shoo ng lane—or about 160,000 135-grain
bullets.
Improperly maintained traps with excess
rubber ﬁnes and small bullet fragments are
more dense, and the lead layer is too shallow—reducing bullet capacity by up to 75%.
These traps must be mined more frequently,
driving up costs.
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The performance objec ves of rubber trap
maintenance are simple:
1) Remove bullets and fragments to be recy‐
cled, crea ng revenue for the range;
2) Recondi on the bullet trap to properly
func oning condi on;
3) Complete trap service with minimal to
ZERO impact on range opera ons. Work
can be performed on one bay while the
other stays open, or at night.
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Performance Benchmarks:
1) Intact media protected from blower damage and
100% restored to the trap
2) 99%+ of large bullets and fragments recycled;
3) 100% of small bullet fragments recycled;
4) Small rubber ﬁnes removed, cleaned to remove
lead dust, and recycled;
5) Target paper residues and CERCLA-regulated lead
dust removed and disposed as hazardous waste;
6) Clean bays when trap servicing is complete

Open-graded

Dense-graded

Traps serviced with obsolete technology such as blowers cannot remove the small par culate rubber
or bullet fragments that increase
density and reduce capacity. Blowers actually chip the rubber, making the problem worse. Bullets
penetrate only 10-12” in dense
media, reducing the amount of
available top cover.

Ranges depend on lead recycling to oﬀset the
cost of maintenance. Range service providers
can either charge a ﬂat fee or charge a percentage of the recycling value. When lead
prices are up—everyone is happy. However,
when lead prices are down—maintenance
costs do not go down unless service providers
cut corners on safety and performance to try
and protect their proﬁt margins.
FRS will not cut corners regardless of the lead
market—but unique in the industry—can purchase lead at stable prices because we are a
secondary lead remelter and not just a scrap
dealer. We turn scrap bullets and fragments
into products that are less dependent on global scrap prices, and can pass that value to our
range clients.
Properly managed rubber trap ranges will typically generate a cash return on their lead a er
covering the costs of:
1) Lead recycling and trap restora on;
2) Small par culate rubber processing and
disposal;
3) Target paper hazardous waste disposal;
4) Op onal ﬁre retardant applica on

